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Executive Summary
Over the past few decades, the need for green chemistry implementation within organizations,
industry, and education institutions alike has only become more apparent. Industry has called for
an integration of green chemistry and sustainability principles “into chemistry, engineering,
science and business curricula” (GC3) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) has
encouraged incorporation of sustainable chemistry into research proposals seeking funding.

Futhermore, education and application of green chemistry principles is aligned with the goal of
the University of Colorado Boulder (CU Boulder) to be a global leader in sustainability and the
university’s’ strategic imperatives to “shape tomorrow’s leaders, be the top university for
innovation, and positively impact humanity”. Students at CU Boulder have shown a strong
interest in learning green chemistry principles. Through three previous survey efforts that the CU
Boulder Green Labs Program conducted in collaboration with the CU Boulder Chemistry
Department, student interest and previous engagement with green chemistry 
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The three surveys have shown that not only do a majority of students want some green
chemistry education, but also that percentage continues to increase from year to year. The most
supported scenario by students for green chemistry education was to implement green
chemistry principles into the current curriculum and courses being taken. All three surveys have
also displayed that, as this topic gains awareness, students gain interest in wanting to explore
the topic of green chemistry further. More information on all three surveys can be found on the
CU Green Labs website.

3 Project Objectives
In response to the interest displa
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● Periodic Table, Groups in PT, Ionization Energy, Electronegativity
● How UV light affects cells and planet
● Sustainability and Life Cycle Assessment
● Solvents, their role and working without them
● Catalysis, Designing for Recycling and Degradation
● Stoichiometry and Reactions
● Green Chemistry and Energy
● The Molecule

The first nine modules were released individually on the course Canvas page after the
completion of each lecture topic slide deck. They remained open with no time limit for a week
after release, and counted as extra credit towards the student’s grades. In addition to the
modules, two surveys at the beginning and end of the semester were released to not only
gauge the student participants’ kn





Figure 4. Average completion rate per module for a class of 240 students

Students also had the opportunity to provide feedback on each of the modules ranking whether
they felt that the individual topic area was effective in implementing the topics of green
chemistry in CHEM 1021. For every module, the majority of students reported that the modules
were somewhat effective, effective, or very effective in their delive  efᾪ s
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5.1.2 Beginning of Semester Survey Results

The beginning of the semes
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